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ABSTRACT 
 

Humans today have a destructive mind towards life, be it in the environment, science, economy and the 
social system. The reason to the misinterpretation of human nature due to secularism of the world, which has 
pushed aside religion in the process of civilization. The solution to this problem of the human mind is to 
redefine human and humanity based on the science of prophecy in order for humans to be more constructive 
towards life and to return humans to the reality of humanity and its disposition. For example, science need 
spiritual elements; that are scientific studies should be accompanied by the concept of divinity such as the 
concept of ‘creation’ not solely the concept of ‘evolution’. The use of science of revelation in redefining of 
human and humanity is important because the science of prophecy comes from the Creator- who knows humans 
and humanity, characters and its characteristics other than the Creator himself? Both Islamic and Western 
scholars realized that the crisis of human and humanity today stems from civilization that was created without 
spiritual elements, because the civilization that was created was based solely on mind logic ( rational and 
intellect) and rejected the superiority of the science of prophecy (al-Quran and Sunnah). The wave of this new 
way of thinking rebuts the theory of evolution of Charles Darwin (1979) in his book On the Origin of Species 
about the creation of men, which rejected the concept of divinity that is promoted by religion where humans and 
other beings are the creation of God. Sigmund Freud (1949) had the same concept, which stated that humans 
and animals are equal and thus ignores the role of the human brain that differentiates between humans and 
animals. This wave of idea claims that the fact of humans and humanity, characters and its characteristics should 
be redefined based on the science of prophecy. Thus, it is time to identify, discuss and research the fact of 
humans and humanity from the Western secularism perspective in the process of comparing with Islamic 
perspective and to suggest new insights about humans and humanity, characters and characteristics. The effort to 
find new insights need research processes.  
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Introduction 
 

The principal question that could be asked to understand the concept of human nature is ‘what is human 
nature? Initially in order to answer, it must be determined from the beginning how human beings are perceived, 
whether as fundamentally biological terms, as animals like other animals or fundamentally supernatural terms, 
as creatures of God and are unlike other animals. The dispute on viewing human nature as theological or 
biological gives a variety of perspectives of viewing what shapes human nature, that is philosophically or in 
terms of religion.  

Philosophically, there are two major philosophical trends have taken a major influence of understanding 
human nature which are rationalists or empiricist in outlook.  From the empiricist perspective, human condition 
is a factor that determines what shapes actual fulfillment in human life. It emphasizes the continuity of humans 
with the rest of the nature, which contributes to the development of modern science and treated as part of nature 
and not unique.  

A rationalist view, as articulated by Plato assumes the dichotomy between body and soul, where the soul is 
viewed as eternal and independent of the body, and the body is mortal and will die. Humans need to take control 
of its physical through rational means. This view is consonant with a religious position that sees the human soul 
as a function of a complex physical organism rather than as an independent substance 

The ability of human beings of being affected in multiple ways and thus there are many angles to address 
the issue of what shapes human nature.  This brings us to the religious view of human nature.  Different world 
religions have different understanding and perspective of how the nature of human should be developed and 
viewed.  
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No developed theories were found in the bible regarding human nature;  
Genesis 1: 268 describes human beings as created in the image of God (imago Dei); 
On the other hand, in Hinduism and Buddhism it is emphasized that human nature is related to divine 

nature. This is particularly opposed in Semitic religions such as Judaism and Islam. As is seen in Judaism, God 
is the creator of human beings, humanity could be achieved by realizing the dependence of god and to live 
accordingly. In an almost similar fashion, Islam lay emphasis on distinction between God and the world. One 
distinct concept, disobedience (ma’siya) is not rooted in as part of human nature and thus should be particularly 
avoided. Islam understands that all humans were born Muslim, but the cultural environment is what changes 
their nature and thus sidetracks from the Islamic concepts,  and somehow shaping their human nature.  

This paper will focus on the how religion shapes human nature, particularly emphasizing the way human 
nature is developed from the perspectives of Islam (Quran, Sunnah and Muslim philosophers) and the way it is 
perceived by Western philosophers.  

 
Human nature from Islamic perspectives: 

 
It is believed that the subject of human nature can be viewed differently from Islamic and western 

perspectives. Islam views human nature as a comprehensive and all encompassing one. It is undeniable that the 
study of human nature will require Dali Naqli (Al-Quran and As-Sunnah) rather that our own logical senses. 
The capacity of the human mind is very limited and needs to be supported by the words of The Creator Himself. 
Based on Islamic beliefs, men are Allah's greatest creation. The greatness of mankind is mentioned clearly in 
Al-Quran: 

We have honored the sons of Adam; provided them transport on land and sea; given them for sustenance 
things good and pure; and conferred on them special favors above a great part of our creation (17:70).        
(Ali, 1989)     

In the Quran, Allah stated that men are the caliphs of Allah on earth, as long as they uphold the His 
commands. It was heard by the angels named Syajal in the Lawh Mahfuz. They started to question the creation 
of men because of the mischief and bloodshed that they would cause. The conversation between Allah and the 
angels is stated in the Al-Quran: 

 Behold, thy Lord said to the angels: “I will create a vicegerent on earth.” They said: “Wilt Thou place 
therein one who will make mischief therein and shed blood?-whilst we do celebrate Thy praises and glorify Thy 
holy (names)?” He said: “I know what ye know not” (2:30).   (Ali, 1989)    

Despite the negative attributes of men, Allah the All Knowing sees many positive aspects from the creation 
of men. He would then create Prophets, Siddiqin and Syuhada’ among mankind and become the caliphs of Allah 
on earth. Allah granted men gifts such as intelligence, freedom of action and authority that would enable them to 
conduct their duties as the caliphs of Allah. It is an amanah or mandate to men as caliphs.  

“We did indeed offer the Trust to the Heavens and the Earth and the Mountains; but they refused to 
undertake it, being afraid thereof: but man undertook it- he was indeed unjust and foolish” (33:72) (Ali, 1989) 

In Islam, men are born with fitrah and without any stain of sin. This concept however is in contrast of 
Christian’s doctrine which views men as having the ‘Original Sin’, which is humanity's state of sin resulting 
from the Fall of Man. Furthermore, the Holy Quran views human as having a dualistic nature. As such, all 
human beings who are the progenies of Adam are made up of two elements; the mortal physical body, which 
represents clay, and the immortal Rū� or spirit, which leaves the body upon death (Razak, 2011). Al-Quran 
stated: 

“Behold! Thy Lord said to the angels: “I am about to create man, from sounding clay form mud moulded 
into shape; “When I have fashioned him (in due proportion) and breathed into him of my spirit, fall ye down in 
obeisance unto him” (15:28-29) (Ali, 1989) 

As the first caliph on earth, Adam A.S was taught of the names of living nature and its attributes and sizes. 
This was one of the honors given to the prophet Adam A.S. These names are stated in the Al-Quran in the 
following verse: 

And He taught Adam the names of all things; then He placed them before the angels, and said: “Tell Me the 
names of these if ye are right.” They said: Glory to Three: of knowledge we have none, save what Thou have 
taught us: in truth it is Thou who art perfect in knowledge and wisdom” (2:31-32). (Ali, 1989) 

As results, Adam A.S and his progenies were honored as the most knowledgeable creation among all in the 
heavens and earth.  

 
Human Nature from Western Perspectives: 

 
Westerners view human nature differently through their materialistic way of thinking. The Darwin Theories 

explained this by the theory of evolution. Most people think that the theory of evolution was first proposed by 
Charles Darwin, and rests on scientific evidence, observations and experiments. However, in the same way that 
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Darwin was not its originator neither does the theory rest on scientific proof. The theory consists of an 
adaptation to nature of an ancient dogma called materialist philosophy. Although it is backed up by no scientific 
evidence, the theory is blindly supported in the name of materialist philosophy (Yahya, 2005). 

However, Darwinism seems to be adapted in pagan religion which is built on superstitious of all kinds like 
shamanistic religion back on 50000 years ago. It is a belief which rejects the Creator. Almost all ancient Greek’s 
philosophers defend this evolution idea. If we look back to history, we can see this idea as a backbone of all 
pagan philosophy. Harun Yahya mentioned this in his article written as below:  

Shamanism is a belief system based on the worship of forces such as rain, snow, lightning, storms, wind, 
and the Sun. Darwinism is also a religion of nature-worship; it describes nature as an entity with “mythical and 
mysterious powers.” It anticipates the belief that stone, earth, the Sun, lightning and wind combined to give rise 
to life. Shamans claim to be the physicians, sages, leaders and administrators of their tribes and societies. 
Darwinists describe themselves in the same way. Shamans maintain that they understand the secrets of nature 
and can foretell the future. Similarly, Darwinists maintain that they know the secrets of matter, the atom and the 
Earth, and seek to describe imaginary changes that human beings and nature will be subject to in the future 
(Yahya, 2007). 

Nevertheless, those ancient philosophies are not in line with the advance of modern science. Nearly all 
modern science pioneers believe in the existence of God; in fact, when we learn science they are keen to explore 
the universe created by God and try to understand His laws. Astronomers such as Leonardo da Vinci, 
Copernicus, Keppler, Galileo; father of Paleontology, Cuveir; founder of Botany and Zoology, Linnaeus and 
Isaac Newton, which are the most greatest scientist ever live, they studied science and believed not only to the 
existence of God but they believe that every elements in the universe existed as the result of His creation 
(Yahya, 2002).   

In fact, Albert Einstein believed on God and claimed that “I did not believe the intelligent of a scientist who 
do not have a deep faith. And it can be seen as if; Science without religion is imperfect”.  

He also added that science community also had refuted this claim by shamanistic religion of Darwinism. 
According to Darwinism, they have put the first living organism spontaneously and by chance. This seems not 
right because life cannot come into being by chance and it takes for a protein to be emerged by chance to almost 
zero probability. To demonstrate just how incredible the claims of Darwinism are, let anyone who believes in 
the creative power of chance events take a large barrel. Let them put into it however much material they believe 
is required to form a living thing.  

For example, let them include all the needed elements—carbon, phosphorus, calcium—as well as organic 
compounds like amino acids, proteins, lipids, and carotene. Then let them add to this mixture whatever outside 
influence they choose. For example, heat or chill the barrel. Let it be struck by lightning or apply electric 
current. Let them stir the mixture with whatever advanced devices they may have. In addition, let them stand 
guard on this barrel transferring this responsibility from father to son for millions, even billions, of years. And 
so as to increase the chances of success, let them control the mixing at every moment. Let them consult with 
others; meet with the world's foremost biologists, geneticists, physicists and experts on evolution. Leave them 
free to produce whatever conditions they deem necessary to originate life. 

 Yet despite all this serious, conscious effort, they'll never be able to produce anything like a living being in 
that barrel. No matter what they do, they'll never be able to produce the living things such as human being 
(Yahya, 2008). 

Darwinism also claimed that living things are descended by the primitive species. But, science sees this 
claim is irrational since every life form has its own unique characteristics and it is impossible for them to have 
gradual changes. When Darwin had put fossil as their evidence to confirm his theory of evolution, science sees 
fossil as an evidence of creation not an evolution. 

The most famous theory made by Darwin when he claimed that humans are descended from ape-like 
creature. However this theory is absurd and unreasonable. This is because science proved that ape and human 
comes from totally different species. There is no family relationship between them. Despite their physical 
similarities, they have enormous differences that cannot be explained by claims of evolution.  

Darwin also put a misconception to the conflict of life. According to him, there was a ruthless struggle for 
survival and conflict in eternal nature where the strong dominated and overcome the weak. Darwin set out with 
one basic premise when developing his theory: 'The development of living things depends on the fight for 
survival. The strong win the struggle. The weak are condemned to defeat and oblivion' (Yahya, 2005).   

These views and misconceptions contradict the teaching of any religion on the earth. The evolutionist 
argued that there are no reasons why God did not create all living beings by making them evolve from one 
another; so what is the rationale to raise objection to it? But Harun Yahya refuted, there is a very important point 
here which is ignored: the essential difference between the advocates of evolution and creation is not based on 
the question of whether "living beings appeared individually or through evolving from each other. The main 
question is "whether living beings came into existence by chance and as result of natural events, or they were 
consciously created?" (Yahya, 2005).  
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However, the scientific communities have disproved this theory and the materialism eras come to the end. 
For an instance in astronomy, the advancement of technologies shows the equilibrium, harmony and perfection 
of the universe development. The conclusion reached by scientists and philosophers searching for answers with 
their intellects and common sense is that the design and order of this universe are evidence of the existence of a 
supreme Creator ruling over the whole universe (Yahya, 2004). Moreover, embryologist also confirms the 
development of fetus stated in the Holy Book Al-Quran matches with scientific discoveries (Abidin, 2011). 
These breakthrough cannot be achieve by chance, ‘someone’ with ultimate power must be exited which we 
called it Allah The Almighty. 

 
Corruption of knowledge: 

 
Until this point, we may argue why those corrupted knowledge came into existence. Why they reject the 

existence of the Creator and believe in logic and common sense? These becoming a great affect to the society, 
moral values and more worst to the educational system. The separation of religion and worldly life started back 
in 17th century in England by the time of King Henry Eighth. This so called secularism began to spread out in 
the era of Enlightenment.  

The most important and original idea of the Enlightenment was that the methods of natural science could 
and should be used to examine and understand all aspects of life. This was what intellectuals meant by reason, a 
favorite word of Enlightenment thinkers. Nothing was to be accepted on faith. Everything was to be submitted 
to the rational, critical, scientific way of thinking (McKay, Hill, & Buckler, 2006). 

Second important concept of enlightenment was that the scientific methods are capable of discovering the 
laws of human society and those natures as a whole. Thus, was social science born. Its birth led to the third key 
idea which was progress. Armed with the proper method of discovering the laws of human existence, 
Enlightenment thinkers believed that it was at this possible for human beings to create better societies and better 
people. Their belief was strengthened by some modest improvements in economics and social life during the 
18th century. The Enlightenment was therefore profoundly secular. It revived an expanded the renaissance 
concentration on worldly explanations. The Enlightenment had a profound impact on the thought and culture of 
the urban middle classes and aristocracy (McKay, Hill, & Buckler, 2006) 

 
The Fall Of Materialism: 

 
Now we can see that atheism has held sway over the world of science and philosophy since the 19th century 

is now collapsing in an inevitable way. Atheism which support the idea of rejecting God’s existence, has always 
existed from ancient times. But the rise of this idea actually began in the 18th century in Europe with the spread 
and political effect of the philosophy of some anti-religious thinkers. However, these views were later 
invalidated in the 20th century by scientific, political and social developments. Many and various discoveries in 
the fields of astronomy, biology, psychology and social sciences have nullified the bases of all atheist 
suppositions (Yahya, 2005). 

In his book, God: The Evidence, The Reconciliation of Faith and Reason in a Postsecular World, the 
American scholar Patrick Glynn from the George Washington University writes: 

The past two decades of research have overturned nearly all the important assumptions and predictions of 
an earlier generation of modern secular and atheist thinkers relating to the issue of God. Modern thinkers 
assumed that science would reveal the universe to be ever more random and mechanical; instead it has 
discovered unexpected new layers of intricate order that bespeak an almost unimaginably vast master design. 
Modern psychologists predicted that religion would be exposed as a neurosis and outgrown; instead, religious 
commitment has been shown empirically to be a vital component of basic mental health… 

Few people seem to realize this, but by now it should be clear: Over the course of a century in the great 
debate between science and faith, the tables have completely turned. In the wake of Darwin, atheists and 
agnostics like Huxley and Russell could point to what appeared to be a solid body of testable theory purportedly 
showing life to be accidental and the universe radically contingent. Many scientists and intellectuals continue to 
cleave to this worldview. But they are increasingly pressed to almost absurd lengths to defend it. Today the 
concrete data point strongly in the direction of the God hypothesis. 

(Yahya, 2005) 
At the end of 20th century, the movements based on Darwinism and materialism devastated humanity. Such 

ideologies as communism, fascism, racism, nihilism, and existentialism caused people great sorrow and 
engendered countless conflicts, wars, and calamities. Their aftereffects continue to be felt today, albeit with a 
lesser impact, and certain circles persist in defending Darwinism as a scientific fact (Yahya, 2005). 

At present, the burden of responsibility rests upon the shoulders of all conscientious believers to do 
something about the global situation created by all ideologies opposed to religious morality. All Christians, 
Jews, and Muslims should join in this effort, for they are the target of these atheistic ideologies. Therefore, the 
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sincere People of the Book and sincere Muslims must cooperate, join forces, and tell the world of Darwinism's 
false worldview, which is based on materialism, not science. All of the other anti-religious ideologies (e.g., 
communism, fascism, racism) as well as decadence must be fought together on an ideological level so that the 
world can enjoy peace, tranquility, and justice in the near future. When this great task has been completed, 
suffering, hardship, killing, calamity, injustice, and destitution will make way for enlightenment, calmness, 
prosperity, wealth, health, and good fortune. 

In the present environment of hardship and troubles, sincere Jews, Christians, and Muslims must be even 
more accepting, conciliatory, complementary, and respectful of each other. They should not forget that unity, 
togetherness, and cooperation bring success, and that dispute, argument, and conflict bring nothing but 
weakness. The current situation demands the immediate formation of such an alliance. 

 
Learning from muslim golden civilization: 

 
Before the enlightenment period, we may look back into the success of Muslim civilization. The golden era 

of Muslim civilization started during the Abbasid period which is around 750 A.D. Muslim had contributed a lot 
to science. It comprises by bringing light to the work of ancient Greek scholars in the field of science and to the 
knowledge of Europe the works of Indian men of science, especially in mathematics, astronomy and medicine. 
Through their translation of classical texts in Latin and Sanskrit, the Muslim scholars gave impetus to further 
research and thinking related to the questions of science. It is a pity that their works were not known outside the 
circle of dedicated students of science (Islam, 2011). 

On contrary, the Europeans at the time were considered to be in dark ages. The tricking differences between 
the two civilizations are described as below: 

At a time when Muslims scholars were drenched in understanding, translating and refining the philosophies 
of Plato, Socrates and Aristotle, the cosmologies of Ptolemy and Aristarchus, the medicine of Galen and the 
geometries of Euclid and Diophantus; Charlamagne and his lords, is reported, were learning to write their 
names. The scientist, exegesists, philosophers, lexicologists and mathematicians of Cordova, with their 17 
libraries and each one of them equipped with no less than 400 000 volumes, enjoyed their luxurious baths after 
their study and concurrently at the Oxford University – the highest seat of learning in Christian Europe – 
washing the body was considered a dangerous custom. Such conspicuous was the intellectual contrast between 
the enlightened followers of Islam, tracing the minutest profundities of science and faith and the benighted land 
of Europe, plunged in the lower abysses of complete darkness, ignorance and ignominy. (Shuriye, Hassan, & 
Faris, 2006) 

Arshad Islam also added that West in later centuries not only tried to minimize the Muslims’ contribution to 
different sciences, but also distorted the names of the original scientists beyond recognition. For example, when 
he remarked Bertrand Russell: 

Arabic philosophy is not important as original thought. Men like Avicenna and Averroes are essentially 
commentators. Speaking generally, the views of more scientific philosophers come from Aristotle and the 
Neoplatonists in logic and metaphysics, from Galen in medicine, from Greek and Indian sources in mathematics 
and astronomy, and among mystics religious philosophy has also add mixture of old Persian beliefs. Writers in 
Arabic showed some originality in mathematics and in chemistry---in the latter case, as an intellectual result of 
alchemical researches. Mohammedan civilization in its great days was admirable in the arts and in many 
technical ways, but it showed no capacity for independent speculation in theoretical matters. Its importance, 
which must not be underrated, is as a transmitter. Between ancient and modern European civilization, the dark 
ages intervened. The Mohammedans and the Byzantines, while lacking the intellectual energy required for 
innovation, preserved the apparatus of civilization---education, books, and learned leisure. Both stimulated the 
West when it emerged from barbarism---the Mohammedan chiefly in thirteenth century, the Byzantines chiefly in 
the fifteenth. In each case the stimulus produced new thought better than any produced by the transmitters-----in 
the one case scholasticism, in the other the Renaissance (which however had other causes also) (Islam, 2011) 

 
Islamization Of Knowledge: 

 
Looking carefully in the history of Islam, one finds that Islamization of knowledge become a foundation of 

any branch of knowledge. Islamization term literally means to dismiss all the philosophical and ethical 
foundations that contradict Islam within any scientific discipline (Shuriye, Hassan, & Faris, 2006).    

Islamization of Knowledge (IOK) is the correct solution for the problem. It seems Islamization of 
Knowledge is very much essential to be established because it will dirt free the contemporary corrupted 
knowledge which is believed as the main reasons of Muslims’ fall. Muslim societies can embrace the spirit of 
scientific progress and accomplishment of early Islamic scholarship. They could receive and adapt the 
technological advancements of the West to address their own conditions and contribute their own discoveries 
through promoting Islamization of Knowledge in their education sector because it integrates between the 
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beautiful heritages of Islam with modern science by undertaking a certain methodology (Afridi). Muhammad 
Naqib Al- Attas says: “The process of Islamization of knowledge requires firstly, the separation of the foreign 
elements and disease from the body of knowledge and secondly, the neutralized body of knowledge will be 
remolded in the crucible of Islam”. (Afridi) Ismail Raji Al Faruqi Says: “It must be made clear that the 
“Islamization of knowledge” represents only one aspect of “Islamization”. In its entirety, Islamization of 
knowledge” is the comprehensive, normative framework for individuals and society, for thought and action, for 
education and practice, for knowledge and organization, for the rulers and the ruled, for this world and for the 
world to come. By applying “Islamization” to everything one does, a Muslim seeks the pleasure of Allah 
[p.b.u.h] by practicing what is true and just, through transformation and improvement, to achieve happiness, 
peace and security in this life as well as in the hereafter”. (Afridi) 

There many method to bring new insight to enhance humanity in Islamic perspective. The most crucial 
thing is to Islamize the true education and curriculum. At first, we must master the contemporary fields of 
knowledge, in addition to the grasp of basic classical Islamic knowledge epitomized by Qur’an and Sunnah. 
Later stage involved the identification of contemporary problems faced by the Ummah and subsequently from 
the point of view and perspectives of Islam, enunciates solutions and alternatives which could bring the Ummah 
back to her position of glory and excellence (Shuriye, Hassan, & Faris, 2006). 

After all, human nature is about Sunnatullah or way of Allah and therefore is always compatible with 
Islamic views and concepts. To Islamized the knowledge is by having the content of the syllabus conveyed in a 
comprehensive and integrated manner where the instructor is versatile and conversant in both science and 
Islamic knowledge. The knowledge can be comprehensive in which it can relate and link to Islam as a way of 
life by explain how nature and Allah creations work and behave both worldly and spiritually.  

  
Instill Islamic ethics: 

 
To bring a new insight to a social aspect, we can apply the concept of Al-Quwwah and Al-Amanah in daily 

life. It is believed that human capital is the most important and critical asset of any organization and in nation. 
By imparting the right knowledge and instilling the right values and ethics will become a central to an education 
process. Professionalism is the combinations of Al-Quwwah and Al-Amanah in which can be translated as the 
strength and trustworthiness. These relate to the competency and skills which are broadly intellectual, mental 
and physical strength of a person while Amanah refers to integrity.  

We can also implement the basic of Islamic values and ethics which are derived from the worldview or 
tasawwur of Islam with respect to the question of the purpose of existence of man. The Islamic values are 
praiseworthy characteristics while Islamic ethics can be translated as al-akhlaq. Every muslim must adhere to 
the Islamic principles in pursuing his worldly affairs so that he would fulfill his every purpose of existence in 
totally submitting to Almighty Allah.  

In carrying daily life and work, man should aspire to fulfill these two roles and both demand al-itqan 
(professionalism) and al-ihsan (excellence). Imam Al-Bahaqi narrated a hadith from Prophet Muhammad: 
“Verily Allah loves anyone amongst you who, when he undertakes a job, carries it out with al-itqan” and 
another hadith narrated by Imam Muslim: “Verily Allah has prescribed the practice of al-ihsan in everything” 
(Shuriye, Hassan, & Faris, 2006)    

The awareness of ethics in everyday life can make ethically aware decision with the ability to perform cost-
benefit analysis on various outcomes. This awareness leads to future sustainability of our resources, 
environment and economical growth.      

 
Conclusion: 

  
Islam views human’s nature in a comprehensive way which is in line with the teaching of the religion. 

Through the revelation Islam put this as a basic foundation to search of the human’s nature.  This knowledge of 
human nature is very important in understanding man and his position. This realization can guide mankind to a 
better sustainability in every aspects of life.  

However, western views human through the evolution of species. These perspectives contradict with the 
modern science discoveries and have no clear evidence to agree. Man as the best creation of God is much higher 
than the animals, in his nature as the recipient of the soul/spirit from God Almighty. It can be said that Islam and 
Islamic psychology have given a concept of human nature which is diametrically contrastive to what has been 
conceived by the Western mainstream psychology (Razak, 2011). 

This theory of evolution is based on materialism ideology. Then it becomes a plague to the destruction of 
our educational system. This corrupted knowledge penetrates most of the pedagogy in most schools and 
universities. It is the reference source of researchers in science. It takes away the moral and ethical attributes of 
the believers. This way of thinking began in the era of Enlightenment in Europe which has its own plan to pay 
more consideration on worldly matters. 
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Until later in the 20th century science communities started to realize the existence of supreme power which 
governs the universe with high precision and accuracy to achieve harmony, stability and equilibrium. This 
cannot be achieving through chance according to atheistic belief. As technological advancement came to its 
peak, materialism ideology started to fall.  

Muslim golden civilization era proves that its advancement should be achieved parallel with religion. By 
implementing Islamic principles helped them in forming the foundation for the scientific en-devours of Muslims 
and their research. They implement the concept of not accepting a statement without proof. This idea was quite 
basic in Al-Quran and As-Sunnah. Moreover, there are no boundaries or nationality restricting the spread of 
knowledge. These principles open the horizons for Muslim to acquire knowledge from Greeks, Indians, Chinese 
and Persians.  

By learning from the past, it’s about time to bring back and put new breathe to our perspectives. Islamizing 
our knowledge and way of thinking is highly recommended to solve the problem. Many scholars have 
conducted research and have confidence to achieve better humanity. At the same time Islamic ethics can be put 
into practice for an improved Ummah.  
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